TONGSHUANG (SHERRY) WU
Research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) has advanced at an
incredible pace, to the point where it is making its way into
our everyday lives, explicitly and behind the scenes. However, beneath their impressive progress, many AI models
hide deficiencies that amplify social biases (e.g., chatbot assistants making inappropriate or unfair responses to certain questions) or even cause fatal accidents (auto-driving
scenarios). The presence of these issues raises a question
at the heart of my research: How do we identify, improve, and cope with imperfect models, while still
benefiting from their use?
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Figure 1: I empower humans to debug and correct imperfect AI models interactively in two scenarios with unique
goals: 1 I help AI experts systematically analyze in-dev
AIs to discover and repair model failures prior to deployment. 2 I support end users as they collaborate with deployed AIs so they can interpret and correct AIs in-situ.

I strive to empower humans to debug and correct AI
models interactively. On the one hand, I help 1 AI experts run scalable and testable analyses on models in
development so they can diagnose and address model weaknesses before models are released. This offline analysis
acts as a guardrail, making it less likely for end users to encounter unwanted model behavior. On the other hand,
despite experts’ best efforts, all deployed models are almost guaranteed to be imperfect due to differences in training
and deployment environments. To make AIs more usable in downstream applications, I also help 2 end users
collaborate with deployed AIs in a transparent and controllable manner so they can detect and overwrite AI
errors in real-time.
My research probes the intersection between Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Natural Language Processing
(NLP), and has led to publications in top-tier conferences and journals in both areas (e.g., CHI, TOCHI, ACL). I
conduct user studies to identify pitfalls in current human-AI interaction processes [2, 6, 10], and design interactive
tools [1, 5, 7, 11] as well as novel models [4, 8] that aid in AI debugging and correction. The impact of my work extends
beyond academics: Several of the interfaces and frameworksfl I developed have been (or will soon be) integrated
into open source AI libraries or deployed internally in industries; many leading tech companies, including the
Allen Institute for AI, Microsoft, Apple, and Google, have used these tools to transform their analyses
of AI models and the creation of AI-infused applications. In the future, I am eager to continue shaping how
humans and AIs interact in high-stakes, in-the-wild scenarios. I also plan to help humans interpret and steer AIs, which
is crucial for understanding and pushing the limits of model usability.

To ground my research in the practical needs of AI experts, I first
asked: What are some pitfalls in currently applied AI analysis methodologies? I conducted informal interviews, in-lab experiments, and long-term direct observation (e.g., [11]), and found
that experts often inspect models in ad hoc and informal ways, despite
their desire to find generalizable patterns. Because NLP models are
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To minimize malfunctions in deployment, AI experts — those who
design and develop AIs — must ensure models are reliable and robust before they are released. Throughout the whole AI development cycle (Figure 2), I help experts systematically analyze
their models, so they can make well-informed decisions on when
a model is ready for use, and where and how to improve it.
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Figure 2: I support experts throughout the AI development cycle. Given a development stage (left),
I distill its unique desiderata, and design NLP models and interactive tools accordingly (right).
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typically complex, and unstructured text data can be difficult to filter semantically, experts rarely review more than a
few examples at a time. Unfortunately, these ad hoc observations can result in confirmation bias and spurious
conclusions, and hinder experts from iteratively improving model quality. In a user study, I asked participants to iteratively select features for a sentiment analysis model after seeing related examples [10], and observed
such local changes failed to improve models on average.
A Hypothesis: Model cannot count objects with ADJs

The experiment sounded a cautionary note, and paved the way for(a)A
my subsequent research: I designed interactive tools and novel
NLP models that provide experts with comprehensive and unbiased views of models. For example, I built Errudite to facilitate
analysis of when, how, and why models fail (“error analysis”) [7]. I
(b)
identified and implemented two essential building blocks, as shown
in Figure 3: First, Errudite allows systematic grouping of relevant instances and thus scales observations beyond random spot checks;
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models, and shared reproducible insights with the broader NLP
1
community (e.g., researchers working on relation extraction and
an internal team at Apple doing question answering).
Recently, to further optimize for expert domain knowledge, I coorganized the NL-Augmenter challenge2 to crowdsource counterfactual analysis strategies. The challenge received substantial interest,
and I am now co-authoring a paper that contributes 200+ creative
strategies, extending far beyond a single expert’s wisdom.

Figure 3: Errudite example. This tool enables
scalable and testable error analysis through systematic grouping and counterfactual rewriting. (A)
A visual question answering model predicts “How
many people...” correctly but “How many brownish...” incorrectly. Experts suspect the adjectives
make a difference. (B) They scale up the observation, by building groups of questions that contain ADJectives, or start with “How many ADJ”.
(C) They also test the root error cause with
rewrite rules that answer: “If the adjectives were
not there, would the model predict correctly?”
fi

The aforementioned grouping and counterfactual rewriting are also
fundamental to other AI development stages. However, in those
cases, relying solely on domain knowledge (as in error analysis) can
introduce unnecessary bias. For example, when experts sanity check
training data quality, they need groupings to detect conflicting labels
between similar instances. Here, handcrafted filtering rules may be
subjective and produce unrepresentative groups. To promote objective analysis, I distilled unique requirements
for each development stage (Figure 2), and tailored tool designs to mitigate human bias. To this end:
First, for the aforementioned data assessment scenario, I developed Tempura [11], which automatically mines
representative data groups, thereby exposing inherent properties in both academic and industrial datasets.

Second, to unit-test model behaviors (by crafting test cases for desired AI capabilities, e.g., robustness, fairness),
my collaborators and I created CheckList [1], a framework that provides suggestions on what linguistic phenomena
to group and perturb. Checklist significantly increased test coverage: experts using it found three times as many
bugs as those without it. CheckList won the best paper award at ACL 2020 (top-1), and has also been widely
adopted: its open source repository has received 1,500+ stars, it has been incorporated into popular NLP frameworks
like AllenNLP,3 and it will be embedded into the Papers With Code leaderboard for comparing model capabilities.
Furthermore, to disentangle spurious and robust features via counterfactual data augmentation (e.g., to solely
1

https://github.com/DFKI-NLP/tacrev
https://gem-benchmark.com/nl_augmenter
3
https://medium.com/ai2-blog/using-checklists-with-allennlp
2
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highlight the impact of negation independent of other features using the original and perturbed sentences in Figure 4), I proposed
Polyjuice [8] and Tailor [4], language-model-based generators that
automatically produce diverse counterfactuals. In a variety of
domains, not only did the two generators compensate for human
omissions (Figure 4), but their generated counterfactuals successfully improved model generalization. In this way, I was able to fix
models by removing spurious correlations in data.
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Figure 4: Polyjuice generates diverse counterfac-

To mitigate blind trust, I designed interactive tools that make
human-AI collaborations more transparent (so humans know
when AIs err) and more controllable (so humans can guide AIs
in the right direction). For example, I created AI Chaining [9] to
improve interaction between end users and large language models
(LLM, like GPT-3). LLMs can be flexibly tailored for a wide variety
of tasks, purely through natural language descriptions. This flexibility, however, also makes them opaque. In user studies, I found
that end users struggled to debug and improve their arbitrary instruction prompts. In response, I proposed Chaining multiple LLM
runs together, i.e., decomposing an overarching task into a series of
highly targeted sub-tasks, mapping each to a distinct LLM step, and
using the output from one step as an input to the next. These steps
naturally expose intermediate checkpoints and control knobs
to end users, helping them pinpoint seemingly global errors
to a local cause. For example, thanks to the Ideation step in Figure 6, Chaining lets users customize which suggestions to include
in the final paragraph — a function that does not exist otherwise. I
am continuing research on Chaining with my collaborators, and we
plan to deploy it as an internal tool at Google to support rapid
prototyping of LLM-infused applications.
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Figure 5: Humans tend to blindly agree with AIs.
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but decreased accuracy when the AI erred.
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However, my collaborators and I asserted that people tend to
blindly accept AI. In a user study [6], we saw that the human-AI
team often increased accuracy on document classification when the
AI system was correct but, worryingly, decreased accuracy when
the AI erred, as shown in Figure 5. Even more concerning, though
we might think humans could judge AI correctness more effectively
if AIs explained their reasoning rationale, we found that explanations solidified beliefs and entrenched blind trust.

tuals that experts may miss. For example, to teach
the model that negation changes sentiment, experts may augment the training data by rewriting
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Human
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On more occasions than we would like, models carefully developed
in the lab still suffer in the wild: the development environment —
with clean and static inputs — tends to oversimplify realistic challenges. As a result, end users still need to interpret AIs as they
collaborate in real time: they should follow AIs when they are
correct, but identify and correct their mistakes otherwise.
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Figure 6: Chaining makes the human-AI collaboration more transparent and controllable. For example, we decompose a peer review rewriting task
into three sub-tasks: identifying each problem,
providing suggestions per problem, and composing all the suggestions into one paragraph. Users
can therefore inspect and steer AI in each step.
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F UTURE R ESEARCH AGENDA
My long-term research goal is to support humans coping with AI models that may never be perfect. In my past work,
I achieved systematic analysis and transparent collaboration primarily in a controlled environment. Nevertheless, a
single standard interaction workflow cannot support the variety of applications and people involved. How do we deal
with label inconsistency for naturally subjective or controversial applications? How can we make rich yet complex
models useful to humans without overwhelming them? In the coming years, I intend to answer these questions by
making human-AI interactions (1) more aware of use scenarios, and (2) more aware of human capabilities.
To make model training and analysis more context-sensitive and reflective of our complex real-world goals, I will work
with domain experts to explore more efficient ways to collect and use benchmark datasets in the context of
high-stakes applications (e.g., in medicine, law, and business). The work outlined below will naturally close the
loop on model development in Figure 2, with a focus on more thoughtful data collection and model training.
Make data collection clean and ambiguity-aware. Data quality is crucial to AI performance, yet our existing
benchmark datasets are often noisy, biased, and overly simplified. I plan to make data collection more efficient. In light of my counterfactual data augmentation work, I aim to design an active learning paradigm
that generate counterfactuals for humans to label, thereby addressing the distribution gaps. To contextualize
data ambiguities, I will gather labels along with annotator metadata, in order to, for example, model language
toxicity based on the annotator cultural background.
Contextualize AI error severity. While we typically treat all model errors equally, the severity of errors actually
varies by application area [3]. In collaboration with domain experts (e.g., education practitioners [12]), I will
explore users’ expectations of models across domains, articulate a taxonomy of error types and severity, and
extend CheckList [1] to test more societal aspects.
Consider the long-term impact of deployed models. Real-world use cases are rarely stationary. Users adjust
their behavior as they interact with AIs (e.g., using only short, clear commands to instruct virtual assistants).
Through longitudinal studies, I aim to reweight model errors based on changes in user beliefs and actions, and
design training objectives such that future model updates become compatible with users’ previous experiences.
To make human-AI interaction more aware of human capabilities, I plan to design models and interactions that allow
people to intuitively understand and steer AIs. These threads will advance general human-AI interaction,
without distinguishing AI experts from end users, as I did in my prior work.
Humans understanding AIs: Explaining AI for appropriate reliance. Explanations can lead to over-reliance
on AI [6]. I plan to investigate alternative explanation methods that can raise necessary suspicion. For example, instead of explaining why it believes an answer to be true, the AI might also surface evidence to the
contrary — even when it agrees with the human.
Humans steering AIs: Rich controls on the model end, and intuitive interactions on the human end. My
work [4, 8] has shown that language models can be fine-tuned to follow rich control codes. Still, to maintain
ease of use, I plan to explore strategies for distant control, i.e., flexibly translating intuitive user interactions
into rich forms of control. Promising directions include extending the programming-by-demonstration design
in Errudite [7], coupled with assisted prompt engineering, where we help users curate instructions for LLMs.
More robust, interpretable, and controllable models. For models to be understood and steered, they must be
able to reason. I will develop models that are “right for the right reasons.” As a first step, I will enhance the
value of counterfactuals for training robust models, by adding explicit terms in the loss function that compare
counterfactuals with original data, or by implementing other forms of contrastive learning.
Collaborations. As I expand my research scope to include more societal factors, I look forward to collaborating
with experts in Psychology and Social Science (e.g., to contextualize ethical errors). I also believe most insights
from my work are transferable to AI applications beyond NLP. Through collaborations with e.g., Vision, Robotics,
Augmented Reality researchers, I am eager to distill shared and unique challenges in shaping human-AI interaction.
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